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C           Am      F   Dm        F
It's the same old time that it always has been, same old time it's going to be

C  Am         F         G  F   F6 C  F C
Every time that I can remember to notice, now's the time it's dawning on me

        G          F           C Em7      Am  Am7/G
The sunrise comes around again, and what comes around must go around
        F          Dm       F  C F C
The sunset circles around again, or so it seems, from on the ground

   Dm F C       G          F
Imagination launches us a zillion miles through space
    Dm        Am   Am7/G    F     Dm
Beyond the stars into the void, determined thought can race

C        Em7     Am  Am7/G      Dm     F
Then looking back, way far below . . . remembering a place

  C Em7 Am  F    G       F
Where planets dance around a star, casting nights from days

(casting nights from days)
Chorus

It's the same old time that it always has been... (break rest of chorus)

The atoms spin in harmony, like solar system suns
And who are we to think singularly, as if we're the only ones

And what if it's all just the same, apart by space and time
And regardless of our thought remains the reason and the rhyme
And what if distant starlight shining in the endless sky
Is just the same, by a different name, as the twinkle in your eye

Chorus

It's the same old time . . . it's the same old time it's going to be
Every time that I can remember to notice, now's the time it's dawning on me

C    Am        F         G         F
Every time that I can remember to notice, now's the time, it's the same old time
G        F         F6           C
Now's the time it's dawning . . . slowly
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